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ABSTRACT
In this study, we present some examples of waveform engineering applications in frequency-domain photoacoustics (FDPA). Linear frequency modulation (LFM) has been employed in many different fields such as radar, sonar, ultrasound
and photoacoustics to perform temporal encoding of the transmitted signal. Encoding the transmission and matched
filtering in receive mode tends to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) while maintaining the resolution. One example
of using LFM for photoacoustic spectroscopy is the capability of simultaneous probing/imaging with multiple
wavelengths. Use of mismatched coded waveforms enables encoding the signal sources and, therefore, facilitates
simultaneous probing and imaging. This method enables high frame rate functional imaging with reduced motion
artifacts. Furthermore, it is shown that the phase of the cross-correlation of the PA signal modulated with a linear chirp
can yield the absolute absorption coefficient of the chromophore. This method is not affected by attenuation of the
fluence due to the absorption and scattering of the overlayer material. Therefore, the method provides a calibration-free
approach for quantitative PA imaging. These are some of the features of PA using linear frequency modulation chirp.
Keywords: Photoacoustic spectroscopy, frequency-domain photoacoustics, waveform engineering, phase spectroscopy,
mismatched coded excitation, frequency modulation

1. INTRODUCTION
The flourishing of modern biomedical photoacoustics (PA) for the most part owed to its spectroscopic capability. PA
functional imaging can provide a significant impact in preclinical and clinical medicine by characterizing physiological
changes and diagnosing the extent of diseases.1,2 One of the regular targets of PA spectroscopy (PAS) is blood, where
PAS help identify and monitor tumor angiogenesis, tumor blood oxygen saturation, and metabolic rate.3 Thus, PAS can
help differentiate between healthy tissue and tumorous lesions, or benign and malignant tumors. Despite the successful
record and achievements of PAS, there are some significant challenges that prevent the generation of an accurate
quantitative map of the tissue constituents.4,5 Different approaches have been pursued to enhance the accuracy of PAS.
One method is to extract the absorption coefficient from the risetime of the PA response.6,7,8 Also, the use of acoustic
spectra of PA signal vs wavelength provides a calibration-free approach for blood characterization.9,10 A very different
approach is to perform numerical analysis of the laser light diffusion in the tissue while accounting for absorption and
scattering of the surrounding tissue.11,12 This paper introduces a new approach to resolve these issues.
The frame rate of PA imaging and spectroscopy is another factor that will be addressed in this paper. Fast imaging helps
reduce motion artifacts. Fast imaging is also a vital requirement for many image-guided intervention applications. These
reasons initiated many attempts to increase the PA imaging frame rate or reduce the delay between multiple wavelength
emissions employed for PAS.13,14 The capability of frequency-domain (FD) PA in detecting tumor angiogenesis has been
demonstrated before.15 Additionally, due to the fine control over the excitation frequency range, FD-PA facilitates the
spectral analysis of the signal.16,17 Using FD-PA provides possibilities for waveform engineering that can be employed to
enhance specificity, sensitivity, and efficiency of PAS. A few examples of the use of waveform engineering in FD-PA,
and particularly PAS are introduced here.
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2. HIG
GH FRAM
ME RATE PHOTOAC
P
COUSTIC SPECTROS
S
SCOPY
When using a coded excitaation waveform
m, the maxim
mum SNR willl be achieved through matcched filtering. Alternativelyy,
a mismatchedd signal can bee designed in a way that itss cross-correlaation (CC) witth the transmitted signal is very
v
low. Onee
example is tw
wo linear freqquency modullations (LFM)) with opposiite frequency sweep slopess. Figure 1 sh
hows two suchh
chirps with up
u and down frequency sw
weeps. Each off these signals generates a very strong ccross-correlatiion with itself
and very weeak cross-corrrelation with the other waveform.
w
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his property enables
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waveforms siimultaneouslyy, followed byy decoding thee detected sign
nals independeently.
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Figure1. Two
T linear frequency modulatiion schemes wiith up-swept an
nd down-swept frequency
f
chirpps.

Figure 2. The experimenntal set-up for PA measuremennts.

The feasibilitty of applyingg mismatchedd frequency modulation
m
ch
hirps for simuultaneous duall-wavelength PAS was
demonstratedd in an experim
ment. The oxyygen saturatioon level of cirrculating sheeep blood was probed in two
o cases of
oxygen saturaated and deoxxygenated bloood (Fig. 2). PA
AS enables the evaluation of
o blood oxygeenation level using
u
two
wavelengths, 680 nm annd 805 nm in
i our case. The complette descriptionn of experim
mental set-up is given
elsewhere.18,119 The summary of the instrruments involvved in the exp
perimental set--up is reportedd in Table 1.
Table 1. Instrumentation
I
n details:
INSTRUMENTATION DETAILS
D
Equipment
Manufacturer
Specification
6800 nm
Laser souurce 1: (LDX Optronics
O
Inc., Maryville,
M
TN, USA)
U
Laser souurce 2: (Laser Light
L
Solutions,, Somerset, NJ, USA)
805 nm
US Transsducer 1: V3144, (Panametricss, Olympus ND
DT Inc., MA, US
SA)
1M
MHz
US Transsmitter 2: V3822, (Panametricss, Olympus NDT Inc., MA, US
SA)
3.5 MHz
PreAmp 5676 (Panameetrics, Olympuss NDT Inc., Waaltham, MA, US
SA)
40 ddB
Peristaltic pump (Heidolph Instrumentss GmbH & Co., Germany)
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One experimeent was perfoormed on bloood exposed to ambient air to
o become fullly oxygen satuurated. The ex
xperiment wass
conducted thhree times, fiirst with 6800 nm laser only,
o
then wiith 805 nm laser only annd lastly witth both laserss
simultaneously. The 680 and
a 805 nm lasers were modulated
m
witth up- and doown-swept chhirps, respectiively (Fig. 1)).
Figure 3(a)-(cc) show the inn-phase CC siggnals generateed in the abov
vementioned three
t
cases. Byy comparing the
t CC signalss
in the dual-w
waveform caase with singgle laser gennerated CC cases,
c
it is observed
o
thatt each wavefform operatess
independentlyy of the otheer waveform.. When one laser is off, its corresponnding CC in the figure experimentally
e
y
demonstrates the correlatioon of the two mismatched chirps.
c
Figurees 3(d)-(f) show a similar exxperiment on deoxygenatedd
blood. Know
wing the intenssity of each laaser and meassuring the peaak values, onee can obtain thhe oxygenatio
on level of thee
blood. Furtheer quantitativee results, as weell as in-vivo simultaneous
s
dual-wavelenggth PAS usingg a phased arrray transducerr,
have been deescribed elsew
where.18 It should be added that it is feassible to perforrm simultaneoous imaging with
w more thann
2
two waveform
ms using mism
matched codedd excitations.20
The limitatio
on is the maxiimum permisssible laser exp
posure.

Figure 3. The in-phase
i
cross-ccorrelation signnals from oxygeen saturated blo
ood with irradiattion at (a) 680 nnm, (b) 805 nm
m, and (c)
both wavelengths simultaneouusly. Also show
wn are the in-phhase cross-correelation signals from
f
deoxygenaated blood with
h
ously.
irradiation of (d) 680 nm, (e) 805 nm, and (f)) both wavelenggths simultaneo
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3. PHOTOACOUSTIC PHASE SPECTROSCOPY
To enhance the sensitivity of frequency-domain PAS, it can be shown that the phase of the PA cross-correlation is
affected by the absorption coefficient of the subsurface laser-stimulated chromophores. In the 1D case, the mathematical
complexity can be simplified. Therefore, it is both instructive and helpful to demonstrate the analytical relationship. The
1D PA signal generated from a flat semi-infinite absorber is:21
p% s (− L, f ) =

Γe

− μeff L

μa

⎛ ρ a ca ⎞ μa ca + jω
⎜1 +
⎟
ρ s cs ⎠
⎝

e− jks L I%o ( f )

(1)

where the tilde indicates the Fourier transform operation; ks=ω/cs is the acoustic angular wavenumber; ω is the angular
frequency, ω=2πf; ca (cs) is the speed of sound in the absorbing (scattering) medium; ρa (ρs) is the density of the
absorbing (scattering) medium; μa is the absorption coefficient of the absorbing medium; Γ is the Grüneisen parameter;
μeff is the effective optical attenuation coefficient of the scattering medium; L is the thickness of the scattering overlayer
medium (the distance of the transducer from the absorber surface); Io is the laser intensity on the surface. Applying the
1D theory for linearly modulated laser excitation from frequency f1 to f2, the cross-correlation can be calculated. The
bandwidth of the chirp is Bch=f2-f1. The phase of the cross-correlation signal at distance L (corresponds to the surface of
the chromophore) from the transducer is estimated as:
⎧
⎛ f1 ⎞ ⎫
⎪ 2π ( f1 f 2 ) ln ⎜ ⎟ ⎪
L
⎪
⎝ f2 ⎠ ⎪
θ (t = ) ≈ tan −1 ⎨
⎬
cs
c
B
μ
a a ch
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭

(2)

Equation (2) shows that the phase of the CC signal is independent of fluence and Grüneisen parameter (Γ). The phase of
the CC signal at delay time t=L/cs can readily yield the absorption coefficient of the chromophore:
⎛ f ⎞
2π f1 f 2 ln ⎜ 1 ⎟
⎝ f2 ⎠
μa ≈
ca Bch tan [θ (t = L cs )]

(3)

This formula can be used to obtain the absolute absorption coefficient using only one wavelength. A very simple
experiment can demonstrate the feasibility of extracting the absorption coefficient of the chromophore from the phase of
the PA CC signal. Three PVC-plastisol samples with the approximate absorption coefficients of 4, 6 and 9 cm-1 were
produced. The measured in-phase and envelope CC from these samples employing an LFM chirp 300-2.6 MHz is shown
in Figs. 4(a) and (b). One of the samples (9 cm-1) was employed to calibrate the measurements. The absorption
coefficients of the other samples were estimated accordingly as 7.2 and 3.7 cm-1. The detected signal can be
deconvoluted from the effect of the transducer by applying Wiener filtering. One measurement (sample with 9 cm-1
absorption coefficient) was used to obtain the Wiener filter and thus deconvolute the CC signals. From Eq. (3), the
absorption coefficients of the other two samples can be obtained through knowledge of the value of t=L/cs. To calculate
t, a set of iterative calculations were performed. First, the delay time corresponding to the peak was used to estimate the
µa value. Then, the obtained µa value was used and the error between the theoretical and experimental signal shape was
found, thereby fixing the delay time t as that which minimizes the error. Through the iterative calculation, best-fitting
and correction, the delay time and corresponding µa were obtained. As a result the estimated values of the absorption
coefficients of the two samples were also obtained: 5.8 and 4.1 cm-1.
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Fig.4 The (a) in-phase and (b) envelope cross-correlation signals from three PVC plastisol samples. (US Trans. 3.5 MHz,
Laser light 805 nm, Bandwidth 0.3-2.6 MHz).

As seen from Eq.(3), L should be known or determined to obtain the μa values. To simplify the application of the
method, one can use an extra wavelength. sing the differences between the absorption coefficients of a chromophore in
two wavelengths with no need of absolute values, the tissue can be characterized. Using a Taylor expansion of Eq.(2) for
two wavelengths, we obtain:

Δθ (t − L / cs ) ≈

Bch ca
Δμa
⎛ f2 ⎞
2π f1 f 2 ln ⎜ ⎟
⎝ f1 ⎠

(4)

Using well tabulated optical properties of blood, the method can readily be employed for blood spectroscopy. The
benefit over using the amplitude values is that the absorption and scattering of the overlaying tissue induces fewer errors.
Further experimental results probing in-vitro sheep blood are described elsewhere.22

4. SUMMARY
In this study, we present some examples of waveform engineering applications in frequency-domain photoacoustics (pa).
On example of using linear frequency modulation for photoacoustic spectroscopy is the capability of simultaneous
probing/imaging with multiple wavelengths. Use of mismatched coded waveforms enables encoding the signal sources
and, therefore, facilitates simultaneous probing and imaging. This method enables high frame rate functional imaging
with reduced motion artifacts. Furthermore, it is shown than that phase of the PA cross-correlation induced with a LFM
can yield the absolute absorption coefficient of the chromophore. This method is not affected by attenuation of the
fluence due to the absorption and scattering of the overlayer material.
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